
�  December!  Time  for  New
Year’s  miracles,  magic  and
goodness.
Kindness is a language in which the dumb can speak and which
the deaf can hear!

And we also decided to bring a little magic and kindness to
the defenseless children of the Khlebushkin’s orphanage.

❄️We call on you to help us and to participate in our great
idea.

Near the library of our university, there will be a box for
letters  with  New  Year’s  wishes  for  children  from  the
orphanage. Each of you who is not indifferent can write a
letter with wishes and congratulations for the New Year! Make
it up at your discretion and throw it into the box.

�� Santa Claus will definitely deliver letters to children!
Thus, making this holiday even more magical and happy! ⛄️

And don’t forget, that doing kindness is not difficult at all!

“Girls’  Creativity  Evening”
was held at TTPU.
One of the issues highlighted by our President is the measures
and  programs  aimed  at  improving  the  skills  of  women  and
providing them with jobs. It is safe to say that this is one
of the important goals we have set for ourselves now.
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A good example of this is the creative evening held at Turin
Polytechnic University in Tashkent by the university Women’s
Council. During the creative evening, the students of our
University and the academic lyceum under TTPU demonstrated
their talents at a high level. The girls performed poems,
music  and  songs,  as  as  well  as  presented  their  handmade
beadworks and photographs in exhibition.

The senior teacher of the P. Benkov School of Arts, who was
invited as a guest to the event, demonstrated a master class
on fabric dyeing with her talented students, which revealed
another hidden talent of our girls.

Trip of the “Nova Robotics”
team to School №196
Today on the UZREPORT TV channel there has been a broadcast
about  the  trip  of  the  “Nova  Robotics”  team  at  Turin
Polytechnic University in Tashkent to School №196 to conduct a
Master class for pupils in Robotics.

“Winter  IT  Camp”  opens  its
doors!
So the winter holidays are coming!
And if you do not want your child to sit behind the screens of
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the phone or TV and spend his time with benefit, then we have
great news for you! �

The “Innocamp” team has launched the “Winter IT Camp” New
Year’s  season,  which  will  be  held  at  Turin  Polytechnic
University in Tashkent�.

Participants will have a great opportunity to plunge into the
world of:

Robotics �
Programming �
Graphic Design �
“3D” Modeling ⚙️
Video editing � In addition to educational programs,
after the lunch break, they will have Sport activities�
and Intellectual – Entertainment Programs�.
And also at the end of the camp program, each child will
receive unique gifts from our team.

Date: 25 – 30 December�
Time: 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Place: Turin Polytechnic University in Tashkent�
Contacts: +99890 1864142�
Registration link�
https://forms.gle/7XHznUZNNMqx1S5f7
Places are limited!

The  concert  program  “The
Constitution  –  encyclopedia
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of our happiness” was held at
TTPU.
The concert program “The Constitution – encyclopedia of our
happiness” dedicated to the Constitution Day of the Republic
of Uzbekistan was held at Turin Polytechnic University in
Tashkent on 9 December. The concert began with the sounds of
our great anthem. The video, which reflected our past, present
and, of course, our bright future, impressed everyone. Songs
and dances performed alive by our students invited also the
guests gathered in the hall to dance.

Cooperation  is  being
established between the TTPU
and school No. 196
In accordance President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Sh.M.
Mirziyoyev on November 22, 2020 on the implementation of the
tasks set in the video conference on improving the education
system in the country, with the Protocol No. 3 of the meeting
of the Working Group chaired by Deputy Prime Minister Musaev
B.A accelerating the development of science, as well as the
attachment  of  secondary  schools  to  higher  education
institutions  and  increase  their  efficiency,  comprehensive
school #196 in Almazar district has been attached to Turin
Polytechnic University in Tashkent.

In  the  meantime,  TTPU  has  started  cooperation  with  the
comprehensive school#196.
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From November 30 to December 1, school professors visited TTPU
and were briefed by university officials on the university’s
activities, education system and teaching methods.

In  addition,  TTPU  staff  participated  as  guests  in  the
competition “The Constitution is in my destiny” dedicated to
“December  8  –  Constitution  Day”,  organized  by  the  school
administration,  and  pupils  of  the  school  were  presented
souvenirs on behalf of the university.

Now, based on the experience of TTPU and Italy, the issue of
improving the activities of this school by:

-teaching advanced teaching methods to the school teachers
using university teaching staff potential and experience;

– organizing lectures, seminars in the Master class format to
increase the school teachers’ language skills on English;
-to  hold  different  competitions  and  subject  Olympiads
together;
-to establish cooperation in scientific investigations.

Welcome  to  our  holiday
program  “Constitution-
encyclopedia  of  our
happiness”!
�Dear students, professors, teachers and staff of TPUT!

On the occasion of the Constitution Day on December 8, we
invite all of you to our concert program named “Constitution-
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encyclopedia of our happiness”, which will be held on December
9 at 12:00 at the conference hall of our University. ���

The  event,  organized  by  the  Republican  Council  of  Young
Lawyers under the auspices of the Youth Union of Uzbekistan,
will  be  followed  by  dances  and  songs,  and  featured
performances,  of  the  youth  of  the  National  Guard  of  the
Republic of Uzbekistan.

�All of you are welcome to our holiday program!�

CONSTITUTION  IS  A  CRITERION
OF JUSTICE
Almost all the countries of the world today have their own
free policy, language and state symbols. But not every of them
have their own constitution. Of course, we are fortunate that
our country has a constitution that is one of the our national
symbols.

The Constitution of our country, embodying the age-old hopes
of our great ancestors, their great aspirations for a freedom,
for a prosperous society and a fair state, now serves as a
solid basis and program for all adopted laws and regulations.

Today, December 8, marks the 28th anniversary of the adoption
of the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan. In this
regard, Turin Polytechnic University in Tashkent congratulates
all of you on this date. May our independence last forever.
May  peace  and  tranquility  reign  in  our  country.  May  the
Constitution and the rule of law serve the well-being of our
nation.
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Happy Constitution Day, dear ones!

A  French  company  is  to
recruit TTPU students
In  search  of  talented  students,  the  representatives  of
Assystem  Engineering  and  Operation  Services  visited  Turin
Polytechnic University in Tashkent (TPUT). They showed a great
interest in the university curriculum and highly appreciated
its research facilities.

 Assystem  Engineering  and  Operation  Services  is  a  French
organization  operating  in  the  design  of  all  types  of
electrical  networks  and  energy  facilities  using  innovative
technologies in 14 countries around the world. It is one of
the  three  largest  international  nuclear  energy  companies
worldwide and has over 50 years of experience in complex and
strictly regulated industries.

Assystem  Engineering  and  Operation  Services  has  begun  its
activities together with the “Uzenergoengineering” company in
Uzbekistan since September 2019.

“Employment of students and graduates of Turin Polytechnic
University in Tashkent is mainly carried out in organizations
such as Uzavtosanoat, Uzbekenergo, the Ministry of Innovative
Development  of  the  Republic  of  Uzbekistan,  Lukoil,  Enter
Engineering,  NMMC,  AMMC,  in  construction  companies  and
information technology companies. Cooperation with the French
company  Uzenergoengineering-Assystem  will  open  great
opportunities for both employment of our students and the
development of the energy sector in our country,” says Oybek
Juraev, Head of TTPU’s Marketing Department.
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Juraev says that the recruit process is expected to start next
year.
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How was the competition for
the International Distributed
Physics Olympiad 2020 held in
our country?
The competition was held in 3 stages in order to form the team
of Uzbekistan to participate in the International Distributed
Physics Olympiad 2020.

Participants between the ages of 16 and 18 who wanted to test
their knowledge in all areas of physics took an online test in

1st  stage.  According  to  the  results,  20  participants  were
selected and invited to the 2nd and 3rd rounds.
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The 2nd stage was held offline Turin Polytechnic University in
Tashkent. All participants were given questions and laboratory
work to demonstrate their knowledge. At the end of this stage,
each participant was awarded a certificate by the university.
“This certificate will be a privilege for applicants in the
entrance exams to Turin Polytechnic University in Tashkent,”
said the rector of the university, J. Sh. Inoyatkhodjayev

The  3rd  stage  was  also  held  offline  at  the  Presidential
School. The five participants with the highest scores were
selected  and  sent  to  participate  in  the  International
Distributed  Physics  Olympiad  on  behalf  of  the  team  of
Uzbekistan.

Yusufov Meronshoh, a first-year student at Turin Polytechnic
University in Tashkent, is among them (third place in the
qualifying round)

At the moment theoretical and laboratory classes are being
conducted  by  professors  and  teachers  in  order  to  further
increase the knowledge of the participants.

The  International  Distributed  Olympiad  2020  will  be  held
offline at the Presidential School in Tashkent on December
7-15. This year, the Olympics will be attended by more than 80
national teams from their home countries and will be held
under the initiative and online supervision of the organizer,
the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT). The
final International stage will be conducted in two steps. 5
hours will be given to participants to solve 3 problems in the
first part of the competition, and the participants will be
given 4 hours for experimental problems, i.e. laboratory work.

We wish good luck to our student and all participants taking
part in this competition from Uzbekistan!



ITALIAN  AMBASSADOR  VISITS
TTPU

TURIN  POLYTECHNIC  UNIVERSITY  IN
TASHKENT

NOVEMBER 23, 2020

TTPU NEWSLETTER
By  Khasan  Khankeldiyev,  TTPU’s  Department  of  International
RelationsDr. Jamshid Inoyatkhodjayev, Rector of TTPU, and His
Excellency  Mr.  Agostino  Pinna,  the  Italian  Ambassador  in
Tashkent, at the university conference room on November 19,
2020.

His Excellency Mr. Agostino Pinna, the Italian Ambassador in
Tashkent, extended his best wishes to TTPU students in his
unofficial visit last week at Turin Polytechnic University in
Tashkent.  Mr. Pinna said, “It’s been a pleasure and honor to
be  here  today  and  to  visit  the  great  facilities  of  the
university and I am sure TTPU will more and more become a
piece of Italy in Tashkent.”

        TTPU’s top officials gave His Excellency a tour around
the university facilities, research centers and a football
academy “Juventus Academy in Tashkent.”

ITALIAN AMBASSADOR VISITS TTPU
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Who  became  the  champion  in
“UzAuto  Independence  Cup”
this year?
⚽️”UzAuto Independence Cup” is an annual football championship
held among employees of all enterprises of JSC “Uzavtosanoat”.

�According  to  the  results  of  the  championship  “UzAuto
Independence Cup-2020”, the winner was the team of the Turin
Polytechnic University in Tashkent, consisting of professors,
teachers and administration, which competed with the team of
JV “Avtosanoat Cepla” LLC at the final with a score of 4:0.

�Congratulations to our winners! The TTPU team is our pride!

�We present to your attention excerpts from the final match!⬇️

The  Italian  Ambassador
visited  Turin  Polytechnic
University in Tashkent.
His  Excellency  Agostino  Pinna,  the  Italian  Ambassador  in
Tashkent, made an unofficial visit today to Turin Polytechnic
University in Tashkent.

Dr.  Jamshid  Inoyatkhodjaev,  TTPU’s  Rector,  along  with  his
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colleagues, made a special tour of the university campus for
Ambassador Agostino Pinna.

Plans  for  further  development  of  cooperation  were  also
discussed during meeting.

We hope that this meeting will become another fruitful step in
strengthening relations between Italy and Uzbekistan!

Turin  Polytechnic  University
in Tashkent congratulates You
on the National Flag Day!
The flag of the country is not just a symbol, but the pride of
an entire nation. They tell about the history and ideology of
the country.

The state flag of the Republic of Uzbekistan was adopted on
November  18,  1991  and  is  the  symbol  of  the  Republic  of
Uzbekistan in international relations.

May the flag of our state always fly high! May there be peace
and  tranquility  in  our  Motherland!  May  the  future  of  our
country be bright!
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Our graduates are our pride
and power!
Watch the TV broadcast about one of the brightest youth of
Uzbekistan,  a  graduate  of  Turin  Polytechnic  University  in
Tashkent, Jasur Gayratov.

New  opportunity  for  PhD
students!

�Our students are our pride�!
�We  congratulate  the  student  of  our  university  Akhmedova
Mariyam on becoming a winner of the online competition of the
Academy of Arts of Uzbekistan “Stay at home and create” in the
nomination “Best graphic work” and wish success in her future
creative works!�
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TTPU  is  pioneering  2+2
program with Pittsburg State
University

TURIN  POLYTECHNIC  UNIVERSITY  IN
TASHKENT

NOVEMBER 9, 2020

TTPU NEWSLETTER
In his opening speech, Dr. Jamshid Inoyatkhodjayev, Rector of
TTPU,  speaks  to  participants  of  new  opportunities  of  2+2
program with Pittsburgh State University at the university
blue hall on November 2, 2020.

       Last Monday the live video conference with the
Admission Committee of Pittsburg State University was held at
TTPU’s  blue  hall  where  participants  learned  of  new
possibilities  within  the  2+2  program  in  the  Automotive
Technology in the Kansas Technology Center based on PSU’s
campus.

       According  to  PSU  spokesman,  the  Department  of
Automotive Technology at PSU is recognized by industry and
considered as one of the best academic programs in the nation.

         The  2+2  program  is  developed  between  Turin
Polytechnic University in Tashkent (TTPU) and Pittsburg State
University on the basis of the Memorandum of Understanding
signed in April of 2018.

         Dr. Jamshid Inoyatkhodjayev, Rector of TTPU, says
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that a cohort of TTPU students will be selected to attend
Pittsburg  State  University,  Kansas,  to  continue  their
undergraduate studies in the field of computer engineering,
automative engineering, construction management. Moreover, at
PSU our students may even have far more choices in their field
of study and practical training as the one of the advantages
of the 2+2 program.

         Nevertheless, in light of the current situation in
the world, Dr. Inoyatkhodjayev says, “Our students are very
excited with the 2+2 program, but we are concerned with travel
difficulties and uncertainties due to Covid-19 pandemic. I
agree with the fact that the world has not recovered from the
pandemic crisis, but we are hopeful and planning to send our
kids to Pittsburg State University the next fall semester.”

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY?

The Automotive Technology program is over 100 years old,
beginning before 1915. 



PSU’s Automotive Technology is nationally recognized as
one of the top three programs offering a Bachelor’s
degree in automotive technology and the only Caterpillar
Think Bigger Program in the world. 

PSU students find employment very easily and it is said
that a 95-98% job placement every semester. 

Classes are purposefully kept small for more “hands-on” 

It has over 70 donated automobiles from a variety of
corporate manufacturers and well over 1 million dollars
of diesel/heavy equipment donations. 

Over 32,000 square feet of lab space with seven separate
labs. 

PSU’s  Automative  Technology  program  uses  the  latest
tools  and  technology  currently  being  used  in  the
workplace.  

Students do not need to bring or purchase their own
tools. 

Students can go on to earn a Masters degree with an emphasis
in Automotive Technology.

TTPU  is  pioneering  2+2  program  with  Pittsburg  State
University

Pittsburgh  State  University
and  Turin  Polytechnic
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University  in  Tashkent  have
developed a “2 + 2” program.
Live  video  conference  with  the  admission  committee  from
Pittsburgh State University was held this Monday at TTPU’s
blue hall where students learned of new opportunities of 2+2
program.

The “2+2” program with the U.S. university is something new
and promising. A cohort of TTPU students may transfer their
credit hours to Pittsburg State University, thanks to the 2+2
program.

Moreover,  according  to  a  Pittsburg  State  University
representative, PSU students will have an opportunity to work
in  U.S. companies after graduating from the university.

“Foreign students can work in American companies during 3
years with a student visa after getting their diploma. “Job
fair” is held in Pittsburg University every year. About 200
local  companies  take  the  students  to  their  company  after
signing contract with them who have graduated with honors,”
says the university representative.

According to Dr. Jamshid Inoyatkhodjayev, a rector of Turin
Polytechnic  University  in  Tashkent,  students  will  become
leading specialists in the field of mechanical engineering,
training  and  retraining  their  skills  and  experience  in
prestigious universities in the United States. 

Dr. Jamshid Inoyatkhodjayev says that this project has been
developed on the basis of the partnership memorandum signed
between  Pittsburg  State  University  and  Turin  Polytechnic
University in Tashkent in May 2018. 

“Our student can continue their study in the United States
after completing the second course now.  This is our great
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achievement.  Because  we  hope  our  students  will  add  their
contribution to the development of mechanical engineering in
Uzbekistan in the future with improving their knowledge and
skills  in  the  field  of  mechanical  engineering,”  says  Dr.
Inoyatkhodjayev.

Press service of Turin Polytechnic University in Tashkent

Video  guide  for  visiting
online exhibition Innoweek.uz
Dear exhibition visitors!

We  present  to  your  attention  a  video  guide  to  visit  the
pavilion of our university in the online exhibition, which is
being held as part of the international week Innoweek.uz.
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